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Hades' Daughter
"The final adventure in The symphony of ages"--Dust
jacket.
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When True Night Falls
In Elizabeth Haydon's Rhapsody, a fellowship was
forged--three companions who, through great
adversity, became a force to be reckoned with:
Rhapsody the Singer; Achmed the assassin-king; and
Grunthor, the giant Sergeant-Major. Driven by a
prophetic vision, Rhapsody races to rescue a religious
leader while Achmed and Grunthor seek the F'dor--an
ancient and powerful demon. These companions may
be destined to fulfill The Prophecy of the Three, but
their time is running short. They must find their
elusive enemy before his darkness consumes them
all. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
applied.

Seirei Gensouki: Spirit Chronicles Volume
8
It all began with the nationally bestselling Elizabeth
Haydon's Rhapsody Trilogy. A fellowship of three had
been forged, companions brought together by fate,
driven by prophecy: Rhapsody, a Singer of great
talent and beauty; Achmed, an assassin with
unearthly talents; and Grunthor, a giant of jolly
disposition and lethal skill with weapons. The three
overcame great adversity in defeating the F'dor--an
ancient evil being intent on destroying the
world--their battle culminating in Destiny, a
thundering crescendo of tragedy, love, and triumph of
the human spirit over world-shattering cataclysm.
Now comes Requiem for the Sun, Sequel to the USA
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Today bestselling Rhapsody Trilogy It has been three
years since their devastating battle, and peace has
settled across their land. But to the south an empire
lies ready to crumble. When the Dowager Empress
dies, along with her successor, a great war breaks
out, threatening to overwhelm the known world. And
an old nemesis of Rhapsody's--presumed dead for
centuries--resurfaces, forcing her to choose between
facing his depravity or sacrificing her own life . . . and
that of her unborn child. At the Publisher's request,
this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.

Freedom's Gate
Follows the adventures of young Ven, a hobbit-like
youth who is eventually befriended by a ship's captain
and placed in the care of the captain's wife, an innkeeper who oversees orphaned charges and an array
of eccentric boarders. Reprint.

The Dragon's Lair
A millennia-old prophecy was given when the
Forbidden Ones were driven from Achar. And now, the
Acharites witness its manifestation: Achar is under
attack by an evil lord from the North, Gorgreal-his ice
demons strike from the sky and kill hundreds of brave
warriors in the blink of an eye. All Acharites believe
the end is near. One young woman, Faraday,
betrothed of Duke Borneheld, learns that all she has
been told about her people's history is untrue. While
fleeing to safety from the dangerous land, Faraday,
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rides with Axis, legendary leader of the Axe-Wieldersand hated half-brother of Borneheld-and a man
Faraday secretly loves although it would be death to
admit it. She embarks on a journey, which will change
her life forever, in search of the true nature of her
people. This grand and heroic story tells the tale of
one woman's plight to learn the truth of her people
and change their hearts and their minds forever. She
fights against oppressive forces to share this reality
and will not desist until everyone knows. . . . . The
truth of the Star Gate At the Publisher's request, this
title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.

The Life of Johannes Brahms
Rhapsody
With the full cooperation of the Jordan estate, The Eye
of the World has been turned into a stunning comic
book series written by Chuck Dixon and illustrated by
Chase Conley. The first Robert Jordan graphic novel,
New Spring: the Graphic Novel, was a New York Times
bestseller. The Eye of the World: The Graphic Novel,
Volume One begins Robert Jordan's epic fantasy tale
by introducing Rand al'Thor and his friends Matrim
and Perrin at the spring festival. Moiraine Damodred
and Lan Mandragoran appear, and almost before
Rand knows it, he and his friends are fleeing his home
village with Moiraine, Lan, and Egwene al'Vere, the
innkeeper's daughter, who wishes to become an Aes
Sedai. The conclusion of this volume leaves the
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travelers on the road to Baerlon, barely ahead of the
pursuing Trollocs and Draghkar. As they run for their
lives, Moiraine and Lan begin to teach the young
people what they need to know to survive in this
dangerous world. At the Publisher's request, this title
is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.

Black Sun Rising
Blending science fiction and fantasy, the second book
of the Coldfire Trilogy continues a dark tale of an alien
world where nightmares are made manifest. Two
men, absolute enemies, must unite to conquer an evil
greater than anything their world has ever known.
One is a warrior priest ready to sacrifice anything and
everything for the cause of humanity's progress; the
other, a sorcerer who has survived for countless
centuries by a total submission to evil. In their joint
quest, both will be irrevocably changed. When True
Night Falls is the sequel to C. S. Friedman's acclaimed
Black Sun Rising.

The Pope of Physics
The land of Tencendor is no more. But not everyone is
dead. the land of tencendor is no more. But not
everyone is dead. Many Icarii survive in the courts
abroad, while StarDrifter SunSoar, father to Axis, lives
within the corrupt Palace of the First in Coroleas. Not
even the Star Dance is as dead as the Icarii
Enchanters had believed, for a strange race living in
the frozen northern wastes can still hear, and use, the
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music of the heavens. Other ghosts from the past wait
in the shadows. the Skraelings once again gather in
the north. Far across the Widowmaker Sea a pyramid
broods and plots revenge on those who had once
thought to destroy it. to the east, at the edge of the
world, an ancient serpent god uncoils, sending an
unwilling woman to be the bride of the enigmatic Lord
of Elcho Falling. As men, Icarii, ice wraiths and ancient
gods gather for war, a legend rises from the dead Axis SunSoar, come to regain his heritage and the
Star Dance, and to battle new dangers across a vast,
mysterious land. PRAISE FOR SARA DOUGLASS
'breathtaking' SYDNEY MORNIG HERALD 'addictively
readable' tHE AGE 'a superior adventure fantasy right
to the last' BOOKLISt

The Damnation Game
A risky and risqué prison memoir depicts the
collective nightmare of life under Saddam.

I'jaam
From the bestselling authors of The Rose of the
Prophet and The Death Gate Cycle, the first in a
majestic saga of magic, fantasy, and adventure In the
enchanted realm of Merilon, magic is life. Born
without magical abilities and denied his birthright,
Joram is left for dead. Yet he grows to manhood in a
remote country village, hiding his lack of powers only
through constant vigilance and ever more skillful
sleight-of-hand. Forced to kill a man in self-defense,
Joram can keep his secret from the townspeople no
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longer: he has no magic, no life. Fleeing to the
Outlands, Joram joins the outlawed Technologists,
who practice the long forbidden arts of science. Here
he meets the scholarly catalyst Saryon, who has been
sent on a special mission to hunt down a mysterious
“dead man” and instead finds himself in a battle of
wits and power with a renegade warlock of the dark
Duuk-tsarith caste. Together, Joram and Saryon begin
their quest toward a greater destiny—a destiny that
begins with the discovery of the secret books that will
enable them to overthrow the evil usurper Blachloch .
. . and forge the powerful magic-absorbing
Darksword.

Destiny
On a fateful night five centuries ago, three mages
made a desperate last stand, sacrificing everything to
preserve the only hope of goodness in the beautiful,
doomed land of Alasea. Now, on the anniversary of
that ominous night, a girl-child ripens into the
heritage of lost power. But before she can even
comprehend her terrible new gift, the Dark Lord
dispatches his winged monsters to capture her and
bring him the embryonic magic she embodies. Fleeing
the minions of darkness, Elena is swept toward
certain doom--and into the company of unexpected
allies. There she forms a band of the hunted and the
cursed, the outcasts and the outlaws, to battle the
unstoppable forces of evil and rescue a once-glorious
empire . . . From the Paperback edition.

Wolfblade
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The Outstretched Shadow, the first book in The
Obsidian Trilogy from Mercedes Lackey and James
Mallory Kellen Tavadon, son of the Arch-Mage
Lycaelon, thought he knew the way the world worked.
His father, leading the wise and benevolent Council of
Mages, protected and guided the citizens of the
Golden City of the Bells. Young Mages in training--all
men, for women were unfit to practice
magic--memorized the intricate details of High Magic
and aspired to seats on the council. Then he found
the forbidden Books of Wild Magic--or did they find
him? The three slim volumes woke Kellen to the wide
world outside the City's isolating walls. Their Magic
was not dead, strangled by rules and regulations. It
felt like a living thing, guided by the hearts and minds
of those who practiced it and benefited from it.
Questioning everything he has known, Kellen
discovers too many of the City's dark secrets.
Banished, with the Outlaw Hunt on his heels, Kellen
invokes Wild Magic--and finds himself running for his
life with a unicorn at his side. Kellen's life changes
almost faster than he can understand or accept.
Rescued by a unicorn, healed by a female Wild Mage
who knows more about Kellen than anyone outside
the City should, meeting Elven royalty and Elven
warriors, and plunged into a world where the magical
beings he has learned about as abstract concepts are
flesh and blood creatures-Kellen both revels in and
fears his new freedom. Especially once he learns
about Demons. He'd always thought they were
another abstract concept-a stand-in for ultimate evil.
But if centaurs and dryads are real, then Demons
surely are as well. And the one thing all the Mages of
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the City agreed on was that practicing Wild Magic
corrupted a Mage. Turned him into a Demon. Would
that be Kellen's fate? Deep in Obsidian Mountain, the
Demons are waiting. Since their defeat in the last
great War, they've been biding their time, sowing the
seeds of distrust and discontent between their human
and Elven enemies. Very soon now, when the Demons
rise to make war, there will be no alliance between
High and Wild Magic to stand against them. And all
the world will belong to the Endarkened. At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

The Merchant Emperor
The long awaited seventh book in Elizabeth Haydon's
critically-acclaimed epic fantasy series, the Symphony
of Ages. The war that they had feared is now upon
them. Ashe and Rhapsody, leaders of the Cymrian
Alliance, are gathering their allies to combat the
machinations of Talquist, who will soon be crowned
emperor of Sorbold. Gwydion Navarne remains by
Ashe's side. Anborn, Lord Marshal, has taken to the
field. And Rhapsody has been forced into hiding to
protect the life of her infant son. The Merchant
Emperor of Sorbold has unintentionally allied himself
with a pair of demons and has begun targeting the
dragons that remain on the Middle Continent. Talquist
will stop at nothing until the Cymrians are wiped out
and the entire continent and the rest of the Known
World is under his rule. Assailed by danger from all
sides, surrounded by lies and intrigue, Rhapsody is
left with one undeniable truth: if their forces are to
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prevail, she must join the war herself, wielding the
Daystar Clarion, an ancient weapon whose power is
nearly unparalleled. As she struggles to reconcile her
duties as a mother and ruler, a danger far more
devastating than Talquist is stirring beneath the
surface of the land itself. In The Merchant Emperor,
beloved characters are forced to make soul shattering
sacrifices. Bestselling author Elizabeth Haydon has
delivered a breathtaking seventh installment to the
Symphony of Ages. At the Publisher's request, this
title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.

Elegy for a Lost Star
Young Ven Polypheme and his friends find
adventure--and a very angry dragon--when King
Vandemere sends them afar to learn the cause of a
dispute between two warring kingdoms.

The Hollow Queen
An invaluable guide for lovers of classical music
designed to enhance their enjoyment of the core
orchestral repertoire from 1700 to 1950 Robert Philip,
scholar, broadcaster, and musician, has compiled an
essential handbook for lovers of classical music,
designed to enhance their listening experience to the
full. Covering four hundred works by sixty-eight
composers from Corelli to Shostakovich, this engaging
companion explores and unpacks the most frequently
performed works, including symphonies, concertos,
overtures, suites, and ballet scores. It offers intriguing
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details about each piece while avoiding technical
terminology that might frustrate the non-specialist
reader. Philip identifies key features in each work, as
well as subtleties and surprises that await the
attentive listener, and he includes enough
background and biographical information to illuminate
the composer's intentions. Organized alphabetically
from Bach to Webern, this compendium will be
indispensable for classical music enthusiasts, whether
in the concert hall or enjoying recordings at home.

Out of My Mind
When the Queen of one of the Dragonlord realms is
mysteriously found drowned, two aspiring regents
battle for her vacant throne, and Linden, the youngest
of the Dragonlords, finds himself in serious danger
when he is trapped by the deadly magic of a beautiful
sea captain. A first novel. Reprint. K. AB.

The Thief Queen's Daughter
Acclaimed author Elizabeth Haydon returns with a
heartbreaking tale of love and valor in The Hollow
Queen, the eighth installment of her USA Today
bestselling Symphony of Ages series that began with
Rhapsody. Beset on all sides by the forces of the
merchant emperor Talquist, the Cymrian Alliance
finds itself in desperate straits. Rhapsody herself has
joined the battle, wielding the Daystar Clarion, leaving
her True Name in hiding with her infant son. Ashe
tries to enlist the aid of the Sea Mages. Within their
Citadel of Scholarship lies the White Ivory tower, a
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spire that could hold the key to unraveling the full
extent of Talquist's machinations. Achmed journeys to
the reportedly unassailable palace of Jierna Tal, to kill
emperor Talquist—all the while knowing that even if
he succeeds, it may not be enough to stop the
momentum of the war. As they struggle to untangle
the web of Talquist's treachery, the leaders of the
Cymrian alliance are met with obstacles at every turn.
Rhapsody soon realizes that the end of this war will
come at an unimaginable price: the lives of those she
holds dearest. At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.

Ultimate Guitar Tab Treasure Chest
(Songbook)
In the great city of Amande, after miraculously
encountering his nemesis in an all-out battle, Rio
attends a banquet and finally obtains information
about a person Miharu and the siblings have been
searching for: Sumeragi Satsuki. Meanwhile,
preoccupied by her suspicions of Rio’s true identity,
Miharu approaches a certain someone with a question

Composers on Composing for Band
In RHAPSODY a fellowship was forged, three
companions who triumphed over adversity: Rhapsody,
a singer of great talent and beauty; Achmed, the
enigmatic assassin; and Grunthor, the gruff, warm
hearted, deadly Firbolg. Together they faced an
ancient evil; the demon F'dor. In PROPHECY they
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learned they might be their world's only hope, heroes
spoken of in the Prophecy of the Three. In DESTINY,
Rhapsody and Achmed seek out the offspring of the
F'dor, hoping to use them to hunt it down, while
Grunthor prepares the Bolg for war. But the world is
crossing the threshold of disaster and faces utter
oblivion. In DESTINY, Haydon brings the action to a
fever pitch, achieving a crescendo of tragedy, love,
and triumph of their human spirit over worldshattering cataclysm.

Forging the Darksword
(Gtr Rec Version Licensed Art). Here's the desertisland tab collection you've been waiting for! Features
50 awesome guitar classics, transcribed note for note!
Includes: Blackbird * Bohemian Rhapsody * Born to Be
Wild * Dream On * Dust in the Wind * Free Ride *
Hallelujah * Hey Joe * Iron Man * Let Me Hear You
Scream * Maggie May * Message in a Bottle * The Sky
Is Crying * Smells like Teen Spirit * Smoke on the
Water * Sweet Child O' Mine * 21 Guns * Under the
Bridge * Wonderwall * and more.

Requiem for the Sun
Young Ven Polypheme is sent on a secret mission
within the walls of the Gated City, a former penal
colony in the land of Serendair, where he and his
friends face kidnapping and even worse dangers from
the ruthless Thief Queen, who is trying to reclaim her
runaway daughter.
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The Floating Island
Ages ago, sorcerers of unmatched power sundered a
world into four realms—sky, stone, fire, and
water—then vanished. Over time, magicians learned
to work spells only in their own realms and forgot the
others. Now only the few who have survived the
Labyrinth and crossed the Death Gate know of the
presence of all four realms—and even they have yet
to unravel the mysteries of their severed world. . . . In
Arianus, Realm of Sky, humans, elves, and dwarves
battle for control of precious water—traversing a
world of airborne islands on currents of elven magic
and the backs of mammoth dragons. But soon great
magical forces will begin to rend the fabric of this
delicate land. An assassin will be hired to kill a royal
prince—by the king himself. A dwarf will challenge the
beliefs of his people—and lead them in rebellion. And
a sinister wizard will enact his plan to rule Arianus—a
plan that may be felt far beyond the Realm of Sky and
into the Death Gate itself.

Dragon Wing
From the acclaimed author of Fires of the Faithful
comes the tale of an impetuous young woman,
freeborn in a world of slavery and magic. Twenty-yearold Lauria is the favorite aide to Kyros, a powerful
military officer. On his authority, she is messenger,
observer, and spy. But now she is entrusted with a
mission more dangerous than any that have come
before. . . . After years of relative peace, word has
come to Kyros’s compound that the bandit tribe
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known as the Alashi is planning an offensive. It is up
to Lauria to infiltrate the Alashi by posing as an
escaped slave—a charge that requires she serve in
the household of a neighboring officer. From there,
she will stage an escape and continue on in her guise
as a runaway. But posing as a slave—a virgin
concubine, no less—may prove the least of her
troubles. For even if she does escape and the Alashi
do accept her, how can this freeborn woman convince
them she is slave, not spy? And, worse, what if her
own views are gradually changing, calling everything
she believes about her world into question?

The Eye of the World: The Graphic Novel,
Volume One
The Symphony of Ages
Ancient Greece: A place where the gods hold mortal
life cheap, mere playthings to amuse, delight, and
abuse at their will. But those puny mortals are not
wholly devoid of power and at the core of their
fabulous city-states lies the Labyrinth, where they can
shape the powers of the heavens to their own design.
When Theseus entered the Labyrinth and came away
with the prize of freedom and his beloved Adrianne,
Mistress of the Labyrinth, his future seemed assured
Until he abandoned her for the unforgivable sin of
bearing him only a daughter, and the world seemed
to change. From that day forward, all the Labyrinths
in the ancient world started to decay. It slowly
became clear that power was fading from the cityPage 15/25
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states. Was it the natural decline that comes to all
cultures or was it because the power of the Labyrinth
had been corrupted by a woman spurned? A hundred
years pass--Troy has fallen and the Trojans are a
scattered and humbled people. The warrior Brutus is
of the line of kings and gods. He wears the golden
kingship bands of Troy proudly--but they are his only
mementos of a former glory, for he is a man without a
country and is left little else but pride and a memory
of the latent power that he could wield if but given a
chance. When he receives a god-sent vision of a
distant shore where he can rebuild the ancient
kingdom, he will move heaven and earth to reach his
destiny. Ever eastward he is drawn, to a lovely and
mystical green land that offers him a haven--and a
dream of power and conquest. Nothing will deter him
not even the entreaties of the young princess whom
he took as his wife and bedded against her will. First
her hatred--and now her love--torment and bind him.
She is the only one who realizes the danger he is
stepping into, and she will do anything to save him
and his son, whom she carries in her womb. For in the
mists of Albion there lies a woman of power--a woman
who has used her siren call to cloud Brutus's mind
and has her own reasons for luring the warrior to
these lush shores. She is the long-descended
granddaughter of Adrianne, and she has in her heart
a hatred that has been passed down for generations.
Her plans for Brutus will enact a revenge that could
destroy the gods themselves. s20If Brutus makes the
journey successfully, it will be the next step in the
Game of the Labyrinth and might start a complicated
contest of wills that could span centuries. At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
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Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

California Preschool Curriculum
Framework: Visual and performing arts.
Physical development. Health
The Weaver's Lament
Elegy for a Lost Star sets the stage for a major turning
point in the Symphony of Ages series. The dragon
Anwyn--who has lain for three years in deathlike sleep
in a grave of rock and black coal is freed by the
cataclysm that concluded REQUIEM FOR THE SUN.
sisoriented and confused, she remembers only two
things-the person who trapped her in dragon form
and locked her in the grave-Rhapsody-and an allencompassing desire to wreak vengeance.
Meanwhile, Achmed, the Firbolg king, resumes
rebuilding the his shattered home, while a guild of
merciless assassins set about taking revenge on him
for the killing of their leader. A horribly deformed but
magical being finds its way through a carnival of
freaks to the palace of an evil despot, who sees in it
the potential to be the instrument by which his plans
of conquest and brutal domination of a continent will
be realized. With the rise of new leaders, good and
evil, the long-awaited birth of the Child of Time, the
dark plans of assassins and rulers, a confrontation
that shakes the relationship of the Three, and a battle
to the death between two dragons of unimaginable
elemental power, the seeds of chaos are planted for a
war that will, by its end, consume half of the world. At
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the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Wit'ch Fire
Each composer addresses the following topics:
Biographical information, The creative process how a
composer works, Orchestration, Views from the
composer to the conductor, Commissioning new
works, The teaching of composition, Influential
individuals, Ten works all band conductors at all levels
should study, Ten composers whose music speaks in
especially meaningful ways, The future of the wind
band, Other facets of everyday life, Comprehensive
list of works for band.

Mieczysław Weinberg
Considered by many to be mentally retarded, a
brilliant, impatient fifth-grader with cerebral palsy
discovers a technological device that will allow her to
speak for the first time.

The Classical Music Lover's Companion to
Orchestral Music
Marty Strauss, a gambling addict recently released
from prison, is hired to be the personal bodyguard of
Joseph Whitehead, one of the wealthiest men in the
world. The job proves more complicated and
dangerous than he thought, however, as Marty soon
gets caught up in a series of supernatural events
involving Whitehead, his daughter (who is a heroin
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addict), and a devilish man named Mamoulian, with
whom Whitehead made a Faustian bargain many
years earlier, during World War II. As time passes,
Mamoulian haunts Whitehead using his supernatural
powers (such as the ability to raise the dead), urging
him to complete his pact with him. Eventually
Whitehead decides to escape his fate after a few
encounters with Mamoulian and having his wife,
former bodyguard, and now his daughter Carys taken
away from him. With hope still left to save Carys,
Marty Strauss, although reluctant to get involved in
the old man Whiteheads deserved punishment,
decides to get involved and attempt to save the
innocent gifted addict from being another victim to
the damnation game

The Outstretched Shadow
Over a millennium ago, Erna, a seismically active yet
beautiful world was settled by colonists from fardistant Earth. But the seemingly habitable planet was
fraught with perils no one could have foretold. The
colonists found themselves caught in a desperate
battle for survival against the fae, a terrifying natural
force with the power to prey upon the human mind
itself, drawing forth a person's worst nightmare
images or most treasured dreams and
indiscriminately giving them life. Twelve centuries
after fate first stranded the colonists on Erna,
mankind has achieved an uneasy stalemate, and
human sorcerers manipulate the fae for their own
profit, little realizing that demonic forces which feed
upon such efforts are rapidly gaining in strength. Now,
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as the hordes of the dark fae multiply, four
people—Priest, Adept, Apprentice, and Sorcerer—are
about to be drawn inexorably together for a mission
which will force them to confront an evil beyond their
imagining, in a conflict which will put not only their
own lives but the very fate of humankind in jeopardy.
From the Trade Paperback edition.

Characteristicks of Men, Manners,
Opinions, Times0
Rhapsody, n, (1542) 1: a portion of an epic poem
adapted for recitation 2 archaic: a miscellaneous
collection 3 a (1): a highly emotional utterance (2): a
highly emotional literary work (3): effusively
rapturous or extravagant discourse b: Rapture,
Ecstasy 4: a musical composition of irregular form
having an improvisatory character. Elizabeth Haydon
is a major new force in fantasy. Equipped with a quick
wit, Haydon has a sharp ear for dialogue, panache
with characters, and that essential ability to transport
her readers into her own fantastical world-a world so
real you can hear the sweet music of Rhapsody's
aubade and smell the smoldering forges within the
Cauldron. Rhapsody is a woman, a Singer of some
talent, who is swept up into events of world-shattering
import. On the run from an old romantic interest who
won't take no for an answer, Rhapsody literally bumps
into a couple of shady characters: half-breeds who
come to her rescue in the nick of time. Only the
rescue turns into an abduction, and Rhapsody soon
finds herself dragged along on an epic voyage, one
that spans centuries and ranges across a wonderPage 20/25
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filled fantasy world. At the Publisher's request, this
title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.

The Last Dragonlord
In the second novel set in the “darkly fascinating
world” (SF Site) of Anne Bishop’s Black Jewels Trilogy,
ambitions unfurl as the realm’s dreams of a liberator
have finally been made flesh The Blood have waited
centuries for the coming of Witch, the living
embodiment of magic. But Jaenelle, the young girl
singled out by prophecy, is haunted by the cruel
battles fought over her—for not all the Blood await
her as their Savior. Some dismiss her as a myth.
Some refuse to believe. And still others look forward
to using her, making her a pawn to their shadowy
devices. Only time and the devotion of her loyal
guardians have healed Jaenelle’s physical wounds.
But her mind is fragile, barely able to protect her from
the horrifying memories of her childhood. Nothing,
however, can deflect her from her destiny—and the
day of reckoning looms near. When her memories
return. When her magic matures. When she is forced
to accept her fate. On that day, the dark Realms will
know what it means to be ruled by Witch.

Heir to the Shadows
An assortment of children and pets climb over, under,
and through the letters of the alphabet in this
illustrated presentation of a familiar song. Includes
music.
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Prophecy
The Wayfarer Redemption
This discounted ebundle contains: Rhapsody: Child of
Blood, Prophecy: Child of Earth, Destiny: Child of the
Sky, Requiem for the Sun, Elegy for a Lost Star, The
Assassin King The USA Today bestselling series by
Elizabeth Haydon. The Symphony of Ages novels have
made numerous "Best of the Year" as well as national
bestseller lists, and the Romantic Times called it "an
epic saga worthy of Eddings, Goodkind, and Jordan."
Rhapsody is a woman, a Singer of some talent, who is
swept up into events of world-shattering import. On
the run from an old romantic interest who won't take
no for an answer, Rhapsody literally bumps into a
couple of shady characters: half-breeds who come to
her rescue in the nick of time. Only the rescue turns
into an abduction, and Rhapsody soon finds herself
dragged along on an epic voyage, one that spans
centuries and ranges across a wonder-filled fantasy
world. At the Publisher's request, this title is being
sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.

The Serpent Bride
Enrico Fermi is unquestionably among the greats of
the world's physicists, the most famous Italian
scientist since Galileo. Called the Pope by his peers,
he was regarded as infallible in his instincts and
research. His discoveries changed our world; they led
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to weapons of mass destruction and conversely to lifesaving medical interventions. This unassuming man
struggled with issues relevant today, such as the
threat of nuclear annihilation and the relationship of
science to politics. Fleeing Fascism and anti-Semitism,
Fermi became a leading figure in America's most
secret project: building the atomic bomb. The last
physicist who mastered all branches of the discipline,
Fermi was a rare mixture of theorist and
experimentalist. His rich legacy encompasses key
advances in fields as diverse as comic rays, nuclear
technology, and early computers. In their revealing
book, The Pope of Physics, Gino Segré and Bettina
Hoerlin bring this scientific visionary to life. An
examination of the human dramas that touched
Fermi’s life as well as a thrilling history of scientific
innovation in the twentieth century, this is the
comprehensive biography that Fermi deserves.

A You're Adorable
R'shiel, daughter of the First Sister of the Blade, and
her half-brother, Tarja, a Captain of the Defenders,
become caught up in a rebellion against the
Sisterhood, the rulers of Medalon.

Medalon
Marla Wolfblade of Hythria is determined to restore
her family's great name, but conspirators surround
her: the Sorcerers' Collective, the Patriots -- even
members of her own family. She must make sure her
son Damin lives to be old enough to restore the
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Wolfblade name to its former glory. Elezaar the Dwarf
is a small man with big secrets -- but that doesn't
matter to Marla Wolfblade. Her brother is the High
Prince of Hythria, and, in this fiercely patriarchal
society, her fate will be decided on his whim. She
needs someone politically astute to guide her through
the maze of court politics -- and Elezaar the Dwarf
knows more than he lets on. As Elezaar teaches Marla
the Rules of Gaining and Wielding Power, Marla starts
on the road to becoming a tactician and a wily
diplomat -- but will that be enough to keep her son
alive? At the Publisher's request, this title is being
sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
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